May 4, 2020

FACE MASKS FOR CRAVEN
Craven County Disaster Recovery Alliance (CCDRA)

DONATION TO SMART START CAPS FIRST MONTH
On Friday, May 1, CCDRA delivered 350 reusable masks to Smart Start, a local nonprofit organization that supports childcare programs in Craven County. Pat Morrow,
executive director, explained that the childcare workforce is the “silent driver to the local
economy, allowing other essential employees to go to work.” In good times, Smart Start
serves 3800 children. Even now, 2100 children are being cared for in Craven County in
childcare centers, home settings, and the family literacy project.
Pat emphasized that “heroes work here, too!” Pinky Moore, outreach director at Smart
Start, expressed deep appreciation for the help from Face Masks for Craven, adding that
their workers will be delighted to receive the masks—and to hear about our appreciation
for their work.
This large donation to Smart Start ended the first month of distribution through Face
Masks for Craven. Since the beginning of April, volunteers for CCDRA have made and
shared over 2200 reusable face masks with those in need in Craven County. We have
served 30 different agencies, including programs that serve the elderly
and disabled and a variety of nonprofits whose volunteers and
essential workers serve our more
vulnerable brothers and sisters.

MASK PROJECT MOVES FORWARD
Having quickly addressed critical gaps in protection across the county, leaders in Face Masks for
Craven are now moving into the second stage of their operation. The plan is to continue production through mid-June at a slower pace, serving the helpers and the more vulnerable.
The distribution center, based in New Hope Village at Neuse Forest Presbyterian Church in James
City, will be open two days each week through May—Mondays and Fridays, 10:30-12:30. Volunteers are encouraged to continue bringing donations and completed work to the center, then picking up more kits and work projects to do at home.
We will continue reaching out to non-profit organizations across the county. The new emphasis
during May will be contacting faith communities across Craven County. Often faith communities
are knowledgeable about special needs in their communities; we believe this outreach will help us
better identify unmet needs.
Since the pace is now slowing down, starting today we will be sharing our volunteer update only
once each week.

OUR VOLUNTEERS: THE HEARTBEAT OF GOOD INTENTIONS
Though CCDRA had a vision of how to help our community, it’s only been
through the hard work of more than 100 volunteers that we have been able
to make a difference. Since we are a scattered group, often unknown to
one another before the pandemic, we will continue to feature a variety of
our dedicated and caring helpers here. Through sharing stories and pictures, we can better get to know one another. Today we will feature Lynn
Gorges, V Moore, Kirsten Sonstegard, and Teddi Therkildsen.
Lynn Gorges: Lynn found out about Face Masks for Craven from a church friend at
First Presbyterian Church. Lynn is a well-known super-sewer who
quickly brought her expertise and her rich stockpile of assorted
supplies to our mask-making project. Lynn has continued to fill in
the gaps, offering ideas and materials to support the project.
Lynn has been impressed by the determination of the team and
the number of masks that have been made. Lynn loves to help
others with her talents, and enjoys seeing how God fits together all the talents of lots of people. Thanks, Lynn, for your generosity and your guidance.
V Moore shares that after reading about this project, he talked with a friend involved with the project to find out how he could help. After taking his initial
tour of the work at the New Hope Village, he was on board and has
been there three days a week ever since. Though he doesn’t sew,
he has had a chance to host people at the Village, deliver completed masks, and do a lot of the prep work. (V is great on pipe
cleaner prep!) V says, “I’m amazed at how the leaders at the Village seem so involved, efficient, and quick to figure out how to
do good.” V likes working with people he admires and likes feeling useful. V has become a valued member
of the team at the Village. We are glad you are here, V!

Kirsten Sonstegard was lured into the mask-making project by a friend and has
stuck around, helping in one way or another for over a month. Kirsten took the
lead from the beginning with “research and development”
and designed the illustrated sewing guide for our first and
primary design. Kirsten also helped us figure out how to
make kids’ masks, which turned out to be an unexpected
emerging need. Kirsten’s other gift to this project has been
volunteer recruitment—she must be a pretty persuasive
person, because lots of volunteers attribute their connection to this project to Kirsten! Kirsten has been surprised at
the speedy development of the project and the continuing
cooperative spirit among all the volunteers.
Teddi Therkildsen has become an “essential worker” for
Face Masks for Craven! As we figured out how to organize
our work, Teddi quickly became our “community agency
liaison.” This role was a natural fit for Teddi, who brings
her science and faith background to this work, as both a
registered nurse and an ordained minister. Teddi likes
the fact that we are producing well-researched products to the most vulnerable folks who often get overlooked.
Teddi shares that her favorite internet meme these days is “Jesus has
left the building.” She sees this project as being a way—outside the building--to
offer meaning, community, connection, and compassion all at the same time.
Good stuff.
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